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Claire Rogers exceeded all expectations again.  

 Her speech resonated with so many peoples life
experiences and moments. 

Catharine Dragojevich 
Steering Committee  

Spark Women's Leadership Conference 

Claire Rogers is a coach who works with

individuals who are stuck in their comfort zone

and struggling to live their dream life. 

She helps people to re-discover their passions

and  develop healthy habits and empowering

beliefs to move out of their comfort zone to live

happy, healthy, fulfilling lives. Through her

powerful coaching she aids her clients into

realizing key insights, which in turn empowers

them to initiate and implement meaningful

change to bring their dreams and aspirations

to fruition. 

She created her company name iTopia by

playing on the words "individual" and "utopia"
because she ardently and passionately

believes all individuals should be working

towards their own version of utopia.

Have you ever worked for a motivating & inspiring leader that had such a big impact on you, that it

made you want to be your best self? Have you worked for a bad leader that you couldn’t seem to

win with? Or worst yet, have you ever worked for an ugly leader – a bully, megalomaniac or tyrant,

that left you feeling miserable & dejected? 
In this session, Claire describes her own experience of working for the good, the bad, and the ugly

leaders. Her story & lessons will give you insights and practical tools on how to be an authentic,

motivating and inspiring leader & will also illustrate how to work for, & recover from working for bad

& ugly leaders. 

We were so honored to have Claire speak to us. 
She wove together a story and a challenge to each

of us in leadership. 

I was inspired to be even more intentional in
supporting my team as they develop in their own

leadership - creating an environment for exponential
growth and new ideas! 

Rebeca Austin McCord 
Conference Attendee 


